Pipe Recovery Services
Even the most meticulously planned and
executed drilling operations can experience
problems with stuck pipe. When stuck pipe
cannot be freed from the hole without
damage and without exceeding the drilling
rig’s maximum allowed hook load, GR Energy
Services can intervene to help mitigate the
time and cost of fishing and reduce the
possibility of having to abandon tools in
the hole.

Whatever your pipe recovery needs, the GR Energy
Services field team has advanced knowledge of each
type of recovery device, having had comprehensive
training that covers all technical and safety aspects
of pipe recovery operations. They can identify the
location of the stuck pipe, then help you make a plan
based on the optimal method for recovery operations
in your well.
GR offers multiple services to aid in pipe recovery:
• Motorized Free Point Tool—Determines the stuck
point in the pipe, tubing or casing string
• String Shot Backoff—Uses a calculated quantity
of detonating cord to produce a shock wave that
releases a target pipe joint
• Split Shot—A small-diameter jet cutter that makes
a vertical cut designed to allow the pipe to be
recovered without additional drag or damage
to the casing
• Severing Tool—Combines explosives and multidetonating fuses to induce a powerful shock-wave
collision that cuts heavy tubulars
• Jet Cutter—Integrates a circumferential jet charge
to cut a broad range of tubulars, from coiled tubing
to casing
• Radial Cutting Torch—Without the use of explosives
or hazardous materials, makes a clean cut with no
change to the OD of tubing, casing, drill pipe and
coiled tubing
• Chemical Cutter—Produces a clean cut that saves
time and provides total control of the cut without
affecting the external casing or adjacent pipe

Pipe cut with Chammas Chemical Cutter
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Motorized Free Point Tool

String Shot Backoff

The first step in performing backoff operations
is to accurately determine the location of the
stuck pipe. The GR Motorized Free Point Tool
produces real-time data that allows the operator
to determine the ideal depth to perform backoff
operations for recovering the stuck downhole
assembly. Sensors in the tool pick up movements
in the assembly associated with tension,
compression and torque measurements, and
convert them to an AC signal, which is processed
at the surface.

Tool OD
17⁄16 in.

19 ⁄16 in.

Vertical resolution

4 ft

Mud type/weight

No limitations

Max temperature

325°F

Max pressure

15,000 psi

18,000 psi
8.32 ft

Length
45 lbm

Weight

50 lbm
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The GR String Shot Backoff is an explosive device
that creates a depth-specific shock wave to assist in
unthreading a downhole tubular connection and thus
retrieval of pipe, stuck packers or fishing tools (for
example, an overshot). It can also be used to remove
corrosion from pipe, open perforations and jump
collars, and to remove jet nozzles in drill bits to increase
circulation. It will not damage the pipe string and can
be run through restrictions as narrow as 0.75 in. The
String Shot Backoff can also be run in the annulus
to back off pipe from the outside, positioned at depth
using a casing collar locator or CCL/gamma ray tool
combination.

Split Shot
The GR Split Shot jet cutters are
used when the string cannot be
rotated and where traditional
jet cutters were not effective
or could not be used. Its linear
configuration allows it to be
positioned next to the collar or
connection, and it attaches with
electro-magnets. After detonation,
the collar or connection is split,
freeing the pipe for easy
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to recover
large-OD pipe and can work in
a wide range of tubular sizes.

Severing Tool

Jet Cutter

By combining high explosive loads and multidetonating fuses, the GR Severing Tool creates
a powerful shock-wave collision that ruptures
and cuts drill collars and a wide range of
heavyweight tubular sizes for pipe recovery.
Using the Severing Tool avoids the need to
torque the drill string.

Tool OD
2 1⁄8

2 5⁄8 in.

in.

Max length

12 ft

Max temperature

400°F

Max pressure

30 kpsi

GR Jet Cutters can cut a broad range
of downhole tubulars by using a
circumferential charge that sends out a
360° radial explosive jet. They are ideal
for cutting coiled tubing, tubing and
casing during salvage operations, and
they can also be used for pipe recovery
in applications where chemical cutters
are ineffective. Jet Cutters can even cut
through corroded, scaled and plasticcoated pipe, and can operate in higher
temperatures than chemical cutters can.
Jet Cutters sometimes leave a flare at
the severance point, which must then be
smoothed off with a mill before the cut
tubing or casing can be recovered.

Pipe cut with Severing Tool.
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Pipe cut with Jet Cutter.
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Pipe Recovery Services

Radial Cutting Torch
Without using explosives or hazardous
chemicals, the GR Radial Cutting Torch is one
of the safest pipe cutting tools in the industry.
Used to cut tubing, casing, drill pipe and coiled
tubing in any well conditions, it can operate
in temperatures up to 500°F and pressures up
to 20 kpsi. The Radial Cutting Torch produces
a flare-free cut without swelling, which helps
minimize downtime and the associated costs.
The tool incorporates a thermal generator,
which ignites and activates the primary fuel
load to produce highly energized plasma that
causes an increase in internal pressure. Once
the pressure produced inside the torch exceeds
that of the wellbore, the protective sleeve is
displaced, exposing the nozzle to the wellbore.
Plasma moves through the nozzle to cut the
target.

Chemical Cutter
GR Energy Services offers Chammas Chemical Cutter
technology for retrieving stuck casing, pipe, coiled
tubing and drill pipe. A variety of sizes are available,
from 11⁄16-in. to 81⁄4-in. cutters that can be used in 1-in.
coiled tubing up to 9 5⁄8-in. casing. By using a highvelocity oxidizing chemical, Chammas Chemical Cutters
make clean cuts that eliminate the need to redress the
top of the fish. Milling is eliminated when cutting the
internal sleeve of a packer, and total control is achieved
over the part that needs to be cut without affecting the
external casing or adjacent pipe. Chammas Cutters are
compatible with most common firing systems in use,
can be used when there is clear fluid in the wellbore,
and are fully retrievable with zero residual debris.

The Radial Cutting Torch used by GR can cut
up to 9 5⁄8-in. casing. In addition to torch sizes
for standard applications, undersized torches
are available for wellbores with restrictions.

Chammas Chemical Cutters are available
in a variety of sizes to allow for string
restrictions.
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